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The purpose of this Society is to bring the
people interested in Primula together in an
organization to increase the general knowledge
of and interest in the collecting, growing,
breeding, showing and using in the landscape
and garden of the genus Primula in all its forms
and to serve as a clearing house for collecting
and disseminating information about Primula.
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President’s Message
Alan Lawrence
In this special edition of "Primroses" we are
pleased to feature the Primula collection of
the Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanic Gardens.
These are the most northerly Botanic Gardens
in the world, over 200 miles north of the Arctic
Circle, with a climate that is modified by the
warming effects of the Gulf Stream; not too
cold in winter with reliable snow cover and
not too hot in summer; the perfect temperate
climate for the growing of alpines, including
many primulas we in North America find
difficult because of lack of winter snow cover,
or more usually, summer heat. It is a garden
that is on my "bucket list" to visit.
Here in the Mid-West we are having a cold
winter with daytime temperatures at -25°F.
Luckily here in the Upper Penninsula of MI
we have good snow cover which should last
until April. I overwinter many of last year's
seedlings under growlights in my basement.
During a very cold spell, the basement
temperature dropped from its usual 55°F to
below 40°F for a few days. Now that it is back
to above 50°F, it has encouraged some plants
to bloom. So far I have had P. reidii, P. elatior
meyeri, P. obconica, P. kisoana, and a number
of hybrids of P. vulgaris all being fooled into
thinking it is spring.
The Seed Exchange, ably run by Amy Olmsted,
has again produced a great selection for us to
try growing something from seed. A special
thanks to all of those who took the time and
effort to contribute seed to the Exchange.
Without you it would not be the success it is
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year after year. My selections are already sown. I am also sowing some
very old seed I found in the back of one of my refrigerators to see if any of
it is still viable. So far I have good results from 9 year old P. cortusoides
and 5 year old P. obconica. There are others with nothing to show yet. Isn‘t
growing from seed fun!

e
National Show April 11-13, 2014

Will be held at the Portland Expo Center, in conjunction
with the Hardy Plant Societyof Oregon (HPSO) Spring
Sale (70+ vendors). The APS show will be on display
tables at the front of the sale hall.
Show set-up – 9 am to 1 pm Friday April 11
Show open Saturday and Sunday April 12 and 13
Banquet at the Best Western Inn on the Meadows
meeting room at 6 pm on Saturday April 12.
No Registration Fee
$30 per banquet ticket including speaker

Maedythe Martin will present
“New Developments in the last 18 Years:
Striped Auriculas and Other Pretty Things”
Reserve banquet tickets by emailing
apsbanquet2014@gmail.com
(Pay at the door)
Show Chairman: Maedythe Martin



Snow Primulas in Tromsø
Arctic-Alpine Botanic Garden
By Arve Elvebakk
Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanic
Garden is the northernmost one in
the world, being situated in the city
of Tromsø at 69o 41’ N in northern
Norway. In North America, such
a latitude would correspond to
North Alaska. However, Norway is
favoured by the mild Gulf Stream
and our city area has birch forests
up to 400 m. Thus Tromsø has a
boreal climate in spite of being far
to the north of the Arctic Circle.

collection, although still under
development, a large Himalayan
collection,
and
also
large
collections of the families of key
alpine genera such as Saxifraga,
Gentiana and Primula. These
collections are situated in dramatic
rock landscapes constructed from
local rocks and very large boulders,
appearing natural as they have their
natural cover of mosses and lichens
(Fig. 1).

Our most important climate
characteristics are a long winter,
typically with snow cover for seven
months, cool summers (11.9oC
mean daily temperature in July) and
mild winters (all time low only 18.4 oC). From a gardening point of
view this is a good combination. We
can grow both high-alpine species
and what has been considered
demanding or impossible species at
our latitudes, e.g. South American
and South African plants. Also a
species such as Cercidophyllum
magnificum does remarkably well.
The Garden also has more than
70 species of Rhododendron, in
addition to Rhododendron cultivars
and hybrids.

The Primulaceae collection is
situated in a hilly landscape close
to a pond and an artificial waterfall
which can be attractive also when
frozen (Figs. 2 and 3). A distinct hill
has been made in a Czech crevice
garden style, being the home of a
good number of Androsace species
(Fig. 4). Otherwise the collection
is organized, although not rigidly,
according to Primula sections,
although duplicates are also grown
in other parts of the Garden, e.g.
in the Rhododendron collection.
Sikkimenses species are grown
along the water course including
a pond, Auricula species on a
south-facing slope of a hill, and
Crystallophlomis species in a cool
slope facing towards the northeast.

However, the Garden’s speciality
is cool-demanding species. The
Garden has an impressive arctic

In this presentation I will deal with
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Snow Primulas, corresponding to
the section Crystallophlomis. Its
previous scientific section name
was Nivales, a good name as most
of the species are from high-alpine,
snow-rich areas. Thus they feel
at home in our city, which made
its official snow level record of
2.40 m on April 29 in 2007. The
Snow Primulas hate long-lasting
hot periods, which they do not risk
with us.
We grow all our Snow Primulas in
the open, without shading. Even
with us, some species are not longlived or we may still not have found
their perfect growth condition. The
most demanding challenge is to
find the balance between a moist
soil on the one hand, and avoiding
water-saturation and ice formation
during winter on the other. Moist
soils are most easily obtained
in depressions, however, this is
also where stagnant water and ice
collects. The winter 2009/2010
was terrible with us, repeated rains
and frosts created the worst soil
ice for 50 years, several meters
deep. When thawing, water could
not drain, and remained on top of
the ice sheet for a long period, and
even bone-hardy species rotted
when grown in flat areas. Luckily
most of our species are grown in
sloping terrain in rock landscapes.
We also experienced that Snow
Primulas growing on very moderate
convex structures in the deepest


depressions avoided too much
stagnant water and survived as
opposed to neighbors half a meter
away, although both had a thick ice
cover at the worst.
The toughest species was the
amphi-Beringian Primula pumila,
surviving on the worst site, a
totally flat area covered by 40
cm of solid ice (Fig. 5). This
species was previously known
as P. eximia (used in Richard’s
book Primula, but updated like
other nomenclatural novelties at
www.primulaworld.com), and is
heterostylous as opposed to its
relative P. tschuktschorum. Prior
to studies by Sylvia Kelso these
two species were mostly treated
collectively. We would very much
like to obtain material of the true
homostylous P. tschuktschorum,
which to my knowledge is not in
cultivation in Europe. However,
our material of P. pumila includes
two different morphs which
maintain their distinctiveness when
grown side by side, including their
self-seeded offspring (Fig. 6).
The smaller, narrow-leaved form
has been grown with us since
1991, originating as seed from
the Swedish Garden Association.
Seeds of the broad-leaved ones
have been wild-collected in Alaska
by Verna Pratt. Both forms are
heterostylous, but my hypothesis
is that they might have different
ploidy levels. Anyway, they

deserve scientific attention.
An advantage of comparative
cultivation, when growing many
plants from the same group
together, is that one can focus on
differences when their responses
to different growth conditions are
eliminated. Flower characters are
also much more easily studied
than on old herbarium sheets, as
well as in combination with farina
and fruit development. Our Snow
Primula collection has therefore
an important scientific aspect,
as a role in discovering new or
neglected species. Our collection
includes several such examples,
most of them with still unknown
conclusions. However, the identity
of one of them has been resolved
by myself.
The Primula macrophylla complex
has for more than 20 years been
represented in Tromsø by plants
produced more or less continuously
by Bjørn Thon’s nursery based on
mother plants originating from two
seed collections made in Himachal
Pradesh in Indian Himalaya by
Chris Chadwell in the late 80s.
These plants have deep violet
flowers, mostly darker near the
center, and leaves with distinct
yellow-mealy lower sides (Fig.
7). I consider these as the true
P. macrophylla, although I am
now hunting for the missing type
material to support this view.
This is a western Himalayan

species which resembles some
yellow-mealy Chinese species, the
latter as a group barely reaching
into East Himalaya. The most
common of these is P. chionantha
(Fig. 8 and front cover), which we
have also grown from Bjørn Thon
nursery plants for more than 20
years. It is taller, often produces
umbels in whorls and has a very
different flower color, mauve and
paler near the center (actually very
similar to the flowers of the tiny
P. pumila). We also have another
unidentified tall species from
China (Fig. 9), grown at the base
of our Androsace Hill.
My view is that the West Himalayan
P. macrophylla is not closely
related to superficially similar
Chinese species, and I have sent
genetic samples to Jacqueline Van
De Veire, previously in Chicago,
now based in China and studying
Snow Primulas near the center of
their diversity.
I felt that my hypothesis was
supported when I spotted strange
plants in Bjørn Thon’s nursery.
These were produced from seeds of
the other and rare West Himalayan
species P. obtusifolia collected in
the private garden of Finn Haugli,
my predecessor as curator of the
Garden. Primula obtusifolia has
wide and blunt leaves with a very
distinct and thick white farina on
the lower sides (Fig. 10). After
some attempts it became very easy
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to sort out the hybrid P. obtusifolia
× macrophylla by the boxes in the
nursery, as compared with true P.
obtusifolia and P. macrophylla,
based on leaf shapes and farina
alone. The new hybrid is a most
beautiful garden plant, with large
flowers, and some particularly
early flowering specimens have
short scapes, appearing very
compact (Fig. 11). I have not seen
this hybrid reported previously.
My conclusion is that P.
obtusifolia is the closest relative
of P. macrophylla. Hybridization
is actually a tricky business, and
we avoid producing spontaneous
hybrids among our garden plants
by removing the seed stems. For
this reason we do not collect nor
distribute many Primula seeds from
our Garden where many species are
grown together. Finn Haugli also
delivered seeds to Bjørn Thon from
our Botanic Garden specimens of P.
stuartii, another West Himalayan,
but yellow-flowering species (Fig.
12). However, the offspring all had
whitish to pale blue flowers and
were all hybridogeneous (Fig. 13).
With the concept of P. macrophylla
as referred to above, it was a great
surprise when ‘P. macrophylla’
grown from seeds collected at
5500m in the dry, rain-shadow
areas of Ladakh, turned out to be
very different. The leaves were
conspicuously erect, with strongly
recurved margins, and the flowers


were deep pink with a yellow
throat surrounded by a white
ring (Fig. 14). The petal lobes
also had weak incisions. After
studies of the classical literature
combined with herbarium studies
at Kew, I concluded that this is
Primula meeboldii, described by
Pax in 1906 from two localities in
Kashmir, but then lumped into P.
macrophylla by all later studies.
This is the species on the front
cover of Halda’s book, The Genus
Primula. It is also the front cover
species of a new Afghanistan
flora from 2010, and is actually a
common and widespread species
in these dry, high-altitude areas. I
am now preparing a manuscript in
which this long-forgotten species
is accepted.
I also recognize P. moorcroftiana
(Fig. 15), another high altitude
taxon from West Himalaya with
altitudinal limit at 5600 m at
K-2 in Northern Pakistan, as a
distinct species, although it is most
commonly treated as a subspecies
within P. macrophylla today.
Narrow, pointed leaves, strongly
white farina and notched petal
lobes, mostly sky blue, sometimes
more mauve, makes this a distinct
species.
Other species that do well with
us is the mauve Turkish species
P. longipes (Fig. 16), which selfseeds a lot, and its close relative
P. crassifolia from the Caucasus,

mostly with white flowers (Fig.
17). Both species share a margin of
white-yellowish meal on the lower
sides of the leaves (Fig. 18). The
Central Asian Primula nivalis (Fig.
19) is also easy, as well as its var.
colorata, which we have labelled
as its synonym P. turkestanica (Fig.
20). It is quite distinct, although
this complex like the whole section
is desperately in need of modern
taxonomic studies.
This is also the case with the
Chinese P. brevicula complex. We
have several forms (Fig. 21) with
unstalked leaves, some short-lived,
and I am not certain about names,
except that they are different
from P. graminifolia, another
similar, small species (Fig.
22) with distinctly unstalked
leaves. Primula longipetiolata
(Fig. 23A, B) is my personal
favorite, with white farina
glands not only on the bluegreen leaves contrasting a
reddish nerve, but also on
the blue flowers themselves.
Richards has shown in an
article from 2007 that this
species is different from P.
limbata, another Chinese
species also grown by us (Fig.
24). Primula orbicularis (Fig.
25 and back cover) is a most
elegant
yellow-flowering
species, although we have lost
many of the individuals.

two distinct, but still nameless
species from the mountains of
China. The one shown in Fig. 26
has sugar-pink flowers and grows
in the more northerly Chinese
province of Qianghai. It arrived as
cf. woodwardii; however, the latter
appears to be a different species.
It is not thriving too well. We
also have a species with narrow,
erect leaves, and with punctiform,
marginal white farina dots on the
lower sides of the leaves (Fig. 27).
This plant has not yet flowered
with us.
Among the other subsections our
experiences have been more mixed.
Primula tangutica (Fig. 28) does

Currently we have another
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not seem to be in rhythm with our
light climate. It survives as a sterile
plant, but starts flowering in late
September or even early October,
which is a hara-kiri strategy here. A
latitude of 35oN, corresponding to
the hotspot of Primulas, would at
our longitudes equal a position not
even in Europe, but well into central
Algeria. Obviously, and luckily for
us, temperature climate adaptation
is more important than light climate
adaptation, and the alien light
pattern met with by Himalayan
plants in north Norwegian gardens
does not distort their cultivation
here. Primula tangutica appears to
be a rare exception.
In the same group P. maximowiczii
(Fig. 29) has survived 10 years in
Tromsø as a small, suboptimally
grown plant, but other plants died
after a year with profuse flowering.
The same is the case with the
yellow P. handeliana (Fig. 30). To
our great regret we lost our pride P.
melanantha (previously euprepes)
last winter, also after profuse
flowering. These species appear
to be hardy, but with a monocarpic
tendency if they invest too much
energy in flowering. Luckily we
collected seeds of the latter and plan
to have a large garden population
in years to come. It is amazing
with its almost black flowers (Fig.
31) when newly opened, then
gradually turning into deep violet
during a long flowering period
which lasts for several weeks.
10

Plant enthusiasts find this species
very attractive.
In general Snow Primulas are
demanding in cultivation, and
gardens in significantly warmer
climates than ours can normally
manage only a few species, and
may also struggle to maintain them
over many years. Still, it is possible
to modify garden habitats to allow
them to thrive in such places, and
managing to cultivate difficult
plants is just what enthusiast plant
growers love to do. Peter Korn
grows some demanding primulas
in north-facing gravel influenced
by cool running water in southern
Sweden, and maybe some
garderners who are not situated
in the coldest places of North
America can do the same?
For more information, contact:
Arve Elvebakk
Tromsø Arctic-Alpine Botanic Garden
UiT - the Arctic University of Norway
Tromsø University Museum
arve.elvebakk@uit.no
http://www.nordnorge.com/ENnord-troms/?News=53
For more pictures of many of
the species mentioned in this
article, see Pam Eveleigh’s
website ‘PrimulaWorld’ at www.
primulaworld.com

Chapter Reports
Juneau Chapter
The Juneau chapter elected a new
president - Paul Dick - last spring
before taking a summer break from
meetings. The Juneau chapter
convened in November. Member
Merrill Jensen, curator of the
Jensen-Olsen Arboretum, reported
that he is exploring a partnership
with Edmonton toward cultivation
of Primula and to form a dual site
for arboretum Primula. President
Paul encouraged members to attend
the national meeting in Portland,
Oregon in April.
Member
Ed Buyarski presented a slide
show of vintage Primula.

of BC sale tables two or three times
and found all kinds of treasures.
One of the plants for sale was the
lovely ‘Wharfedale Bluebell’ that is
a clear blue with a silver wire edge.
It is not often seen but a great plant
to add to the collection. Over a
scrumptious Chinese seafood meal
we caught up on news.
Then in May the Group met to hear
Ruth discuss pots. Sounds like a
mundane topic, but the history
and variety were very interesting.
For the September meeting Doug
Smith handed out a list of sources

The Juneau Chapter will meet
January 18 to discuss 2014
goals and projects. President
Paul Dick’s goals are to expand
membership and increase the
chapter’s presence in Juneau.
Another goal is to promote
fellowship among members
through events other than
meetings.

BC Primula Group
The Group met in April to
host Ed Buyarski and his wife,
visiting from Alaska for lunch.
This was after everyone had
toured the Alpine Garden Club
11
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he had compiled for finding plants
in our area. Temptation reared its
ugly head as we realized there were
many nurseries nearby with a wide
variety of plants.
The first meeting in 2014 will be
in mid-January and will include
discussions for hosting the National
Show in Portland April 12 and 13.
We look forward to seeing all our
friends and Primula lovers there!

New England Chapter
2013 was another most enjoyable
year for our Chapter, including
meetings, the show, garden
tours, and work in the Berkshire
Botanical Garden’s Primula area.
Amy Olmsted and her small team
of volunteers worked together
to provide APS members with a
tempting, popular and profitable
2012-13 seed exchange.
January found us at our annual
“Winter Bash” in Worcester, where
we toured the greenhouse, devoured
a delicious lunch, shared seeds the
Chapter provided through support
of a collecting expedition, and
discussed plans for the upcoming
year.
The May National Show was extra
special with two presentations by
Merrill Jensen, an outstanding
photographer and presenter. The
judges had some difficult decisions,
as all the plants from eleven
12

exhibitors were nicely grown and
well presented. A gala dinner, plant
sale booths, a garden party with
scrumptious food, garden tours
and the Daffodil Society Show all
added to the enjoyment.
Late in May we worked on “our”
section of the Berkshire Botanic
Garden, amending the surprisingly
alkaline soil to better suit the named
polyanthus and acaulis primroses
we have planted there. We revisited
this garden for our September
meeting, and were pleased to see
the plants were growing well and
that our single specimen of P.
capitata displayed buds promising
a full bloom in October.

Snow Primulas in Tromsø
Arctic-Alpine
Botanic Garden
Fig. 1. (Left) Parts of the
Arctic collection with
Equisetum hyemale in the
foreground and New Zealand
and the Caucasus in the
background.
Fig. 2. (Below) Parts of
the Primulaceae collection
including a waterfall.

Fig. 3. (Below) The
waterfall after a frosty night in
November.

As I write this, the North East is
not likely to see temperatures
much above 10 degrees (F) for the
next few days, but we are eagerly
anticipating our “Winter Bash”
on Saturday, when the weather
should warm enough to rain on
that heated greenhouse. That will
seem a luxury, and a great way to
welcome another gardening year.
After lunch, we will discuss plans
for the 2014 New England Primula
show, to be held at the Tower Hill
Botanic Garden on May 2, 3 & 4.
Details and registration information
will be available on the APS
website or from the New England
Chapter President.

Fig. 4. (Above) The Androsace
Hill, with Primula calderiana
and P. strumosa at its base and P.
denticulata in the foreground.
Fig. 5. (Left) Thick, solid ice
during the terrible winter of 2010.

13
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Fig. 6. (Left) Primula
pumila, a broad and a
narrow-leaved form
growing together.
Fig. 7. (Below) Primula
macrophylla has deep
violet flowers, mostly
darker near the centre,
and leaves with distinct
yellow-mealy lower sides.

Fig. 8. (Left) Primula
chionantha (= P.
sinopurpurea)
photographed with
the midnight sun at 24
o’clock.
Fig. 9. (Below, left)
Primula sp. SDR 6180,
an unidentified tall
species from China,
grown at the base of our
Androsace Hill.
Fig. 10. (Below, right)
Primula obtusifolia at
Martha and Alf Iver
Kinge’s garden, has wide
and blunt leaves with a
very distinct and thick
white farina on the lower
sides

14
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Fig. 13. (Top left) A Primula stuartii
hybrid, probably with P. longipes.

Fig. 11. (Above) Primula obtusifolia × macrophylla, a most beautiful garden plant, with
large flowers, and some particularly early flowering specimens.

Fig. 14. (Top right) Primula meeboldii,
whose leaves were conspicuously erect,
with strongly recurved margins, and the
flowers were deep pink with a yellow
throat surrounded by a white ring.
Fig. 15. (Left) Primula moorcroftiana.
Narrow, pointed leaves, strongly white
farina and notched petal lobes, mostly sky

blue, sometimes more
mauve, makes this a
distinct species.
Fig. 16. (Right) Primula
longipes, the mauve
Turkish species, which
self-seeds a lot.
Fig. 12. (Above) Primula stuartii, a West Himalayan, but yellow-flowering species

16
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Fig. 18. (Top) Primula crassifolia and longipes together. Both species share a margin of
white-yellowish meal on the lower sides of the leaves.
Fig. 17. Primula crassifolia, from Caucasus, mostly with white flowers.
Phographed by Martin Hajman.

18

Fig. 19. (Bottom, left and right) Primula nivalis.

19
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Fig. 22A,(Left) & B. (Below) Primula
graminifolia (the latter photographed by
Martin Hajman).
Fig. 20. (Left) Primula
turkestanica (= P. nivalis
ssp. colorata)

Fig. 21A. (Below) A
species in the P. brevicula
complex.

21B. (Below) The
same specimen from
a different angle,
surrounded by ptarmigan
droppings, exclusive
manure by winter
visitors.

20
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Fig. 23A, (Right) &
B. (Below) Primula
longipetiolata. with
white farina glands
not only on the
blue-green leaves
contrasting a reddish
nerve, but also on
the blue flowers
themselves.

Fig. 25 (Above) Primula orbicularis,
a most elegant yellow-flowering
species, although we have lost many
of the individuals.
Fig. 26. (Left) Primula sp. from the
Qinghai Province, with sugar-pink
flowers

Fig. 24. (Right) Primula limbata.

22

Fig. 27. Another
unidentified Primula
species, with narrow,
erect leaves, and with
punctiform, marginal
white farina dots on the
lower sides of the leaves.
This plant has not yet
flowered with us.

23
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Fig. 28. (Right)
Primula tangutica.

Fig. 29. (Left)
Primula
maximowiczii has
survived 10 years
in Tromsø

Fig. 31. Primula melanantha, amazing with its almost black flowers when newly
opened, then gradually turning into deep violet

Fig. 30. (Right)
P.rimula handeliana

24
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Photos for this article from Matt Mattus’ blog ‘Growing with Plants’

JOAN HOEFFEL
Primula obconica and Primula
malacoides are often referred to as
“Greenhouse Primroses,” but that
is not exactly correct. Both species
are annuals, but both can be grown
outdoors in some climates and
both make beautiful container
and hanging pot
plants.
Under
ideal
conditions,
P. obconica and P.
malacoides can be
grown indoors as
pot plants, and if
spent blooms are
promptly removed,
P. malacoides will
bloom for three months or more
when most other house plants are
not in bloom.
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Top: Primula japonica. Woodland garden. Photographer Robyn Drinkwater.
Bottom: Primula maximowiczii. Woodland Garden Peat Walls. Photographer Robyn Drinkwater.

Primula obconica, known as the
Florists’ Primrose, has also been
dubbed the Poison Primrose. For

those persons who are allergic to the
chemical primine, which is present
in all primroses, just touching the
fine hairs of the foliage of this
plant can cause a severe dermatitis
with itching and blistering, much
like poison ivy. Attempts are being
made to breed this
unwelcome substance
out of the species,
as has already been
done with many of
the P. malacoides
cultivars.
Fortunately, Primula
malacoides
is
positively and enchantingly known
as the Fairy Primrose. Much
hybridizing has been done with this
species, and many named cultivars
are available at select nurseries. To
name a few, there are pure white
‘Snow Queen’ and ‘White Pearl’
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(with a yellow center - above),
delicate pink ‘Delight,’ bright red
‘Fire Chief,’ ‘Ninette,’ ‘Jubilee,’
and violet/purple ‘Lilac Queen,’
and ‘Mars.’ These are often sold
as bedding plants to be set among
early spring-flowering bulbs.
In the wild, P. obconica is native
to China and P. malacoides is
found in Burma and Sichwan
in high mountain meadows and
damp fields. The plant explorer,
George Forrest, first came upon P.
malacoides as
a field weed in
the Himalayas
around 1900. By
1908, the plant
first flowered in
cultivation from
seed collected
by
Forrest.
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Promoted by seed growers in
England, within a decade of
discovery, the fragrant, colorful
strain was being sold for cold
greenhouses in Europe and the
United States.
Much of the
popularity of the Florists’ Primrose
and the Fairy Primrose is due to
the fact that it is a winter grower,
and as an annual, must be grown
each year to fill conservatories in
winter.
Greenhouse Primroses can be
grown in the
garden in the U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture plant
hardiness zones 9
to 11. Growing
between 12 to 18
inches in height,
the 6 to 7 inch

foliage forms a neat little mound
of heart-shaped leaves that are
frilled at the edges. This lovely,
pale green rosette is perfect for
containers. Tiered blossoms grow
in loose, lacy whorls along many
upright stems. In cooler climates,
plants will bloom in spring and if
warmer, blooming will commence
in late winter and early spring.
In addition to cool temperatures,
plants need to be constantly moist
(but never sodden), grown in welldrained soil that is rich in organic
matter and sited in a shady area
subject only to dappled morning
sunlight. A mulch around the
plants will help to slow evaporation
and thus, maintain moisture. Full
sun, warmth and a dry compost
and atmosphere are the enemies
of these primroses. The fragrant
flowers attract butterflies, bees
and birds, but alas, also red spider
mites, so be sure to watch for this
additional enemy. Deadhead plants
regularly to keep them blooming.
Plants go dormant in summer and
last no more than one season, but P.
malacoides is a prolific self-sower,
and new seedlings will appear in
the fall.
As houseplants, the Greenhouse
Primroses can be grown in a cool
room with temperatures between
50 and 75 degrees Fahrenheit.
They need bright light but no
direct sunlight. Water them with
half-strength fertilizer early in the

blooming season and again a month
later. Still, the plants generally last
through only one blooming season.
Deadhead the plants as you would
those growing outdoors in the
garden or containers.
When plants are not kept moist or
are in direct sunlight, the leaves and
flowers will wilt. If they continue
to wilt despite a good location and
proper watering, check for root
rot. If you find the roots along
the side of the root mass are darkcolored or slimy-looking, the plant
must be discarded. Over-fertilized
plants and those with a buildup of
fertilizer salt in the soil will develop
brown leaf edges. The soil can be
flushed with water to remove the
excess fertilizer.
Today, in our hot, dry, modern
home climates, these Greenhouse
Primroses, being short-lived, are
less common. However, seeds and
plants are still available and in the
past have been offered on the APS
Seed List. I once grew Primula
obconica from APS seed.
It
germinated, grew, flowered and was
gone, but nevertheless, I thought it
was lovely and thoroughly enjoyed
its fleeting beauty. Not everyone is
allergic to this species. I certainly
was not.
If you want to grow these plants
from seed, sources are available on
the internet. Seed must be sown in
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a cool greenhouse in June or July for plants in January. One can use a
peat or a loam-based soil that is never allowed to dry out and provide a
cool, moist atmosphere. If you purchase plants, remove them from the 4”
plastic pots to a larger 6” clay pot and let them sit in water once or twice
a week.
I do think I will try a few Primula malacoides cultivars next spring as
bedding plants … knowing full well that I will lose them, but hopeful that
they will self-sow and provide me year after year with Fairy Primroses.
Internet sources for this article:
www.backyardgardener.com – a comprehensive site with everything for the
gardener: gardening tips, a garden store, a plant finder and lots of listings for
Primula.
www.growingwithplants.com – Matt Mattus, our favorite photograther mentions
Primula in his blogs, especially in the spring.
www.homeguides.sfgate.com – newspaper columns on gardening appear
occasionally.
www.houseplantsguru.com – many articles on growing indoor plants and a
number just on primroses and primula.
www.lifeisagartden.co.za – the website of the South African Nursery Association
has a note on Primula malacoides.
www.outsidepride.com – a source of Primula malacoides seed, this seedhouse in
Oregon has a wide selection of seeds.
www.plantfinder.sunset.com – the website of the Sunset magazine from the West
Coast we all enjoy. There is a listing for Primula and both P. malacoides and P.
obconica are there, along with some other Primula species favorites.

Primula at the Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh
Alan Elliott
I am a PhD student at the
University of Edinburgh, based
at the Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh (RBGE), working on
the Flora of Nepal. Despite moving
into a more scientific field, my
background is horticulture, having
done an undergraduate degree in
Horticulture with Plantsmanship,
and worked at Branklyn Garden run
by the National Trust for Scotland.
(This garden is well worth a visit
if you find yourself in Scotland at
the end of May or during autumn.)
I am in no way, shape or form a
Primula expert.
I do grow a few primulas at home
with Primula denticulata Sm.
being a favorite, mostly because I
grew up knowing them as “Kirrie
Dumplings”. Forfar, the town I
grew up in, is close to Kirriemuir
where the plant hunter George
Sherriff retired. He was one half
of the legendary pair of Himalayan
collectors Ludlow and Sherriff. I
also grow our native P. vulgaris, P.
elatior and P. scotica.
Hopefully you will have read
the full article on Roland Edgar
Cooper, a former curator at RBGE,
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and will be aware of his connection
to the American Primrose Society
as the “English Editor” back in the
1960s. I thought I’d just do this
article as a wee insight into RBGE
and our connection to Primula.

RBGE - Overview

The Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh came into being in
1670 as Physic Garden on the edge
of Holyrood Park, making RBGE
one of the oldest Botanic Gardens
in the world. The garden leased
additional land in 1676 at Nor’
Loch in the grounds of Trinity
Hospital on what is now the site of
Waverly train station.
In 1683 James Sutherland the
Intendant of the Physic Garden
published
“Hortus
Medicus
Edinburgensis: a Catalogue of
Plants in the Physical Garden
at Edinburgh”. This botanical
publication, the first of its type
in Scotland, listed a number of
Primula, with pre-Linnaean names,
growing in the garden at that time:
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Pre-Linnaean name
Sanicula alpina vel auricular ursi
variorum colorum
Verbasculum pratense vel sylvaticum
inordoratum
Verbasculum umbellatum alpinum
minus
Verbasculum pratense odoratum
Verbasculum turcicum
Verbasculum sylvestre majus singulari
flore

This early historical publication
shows that RBGE has been
cultivating Primula for at least 330
years.
In 1763 the garden moved again,
escaping from the pollution of the
city to a site on the road to Leith.
Finally between 1820 and 1823
the garden moved to its current
location at Inverleith. This last
move took almost three years as
the garden saved and moved many
mature trees including the sabal

Botanical Name
Primula auricula L. [presumably various
colour forms]
Primula farinosa L.
Primula elatior (L.) Hill.
Primula veris L.
Primula vulgaris Hill. subsp. sibthorpii
(Hoffmanns.) W.W.Sm. & Forrest.
Primula vulgaris Hill

palm, Sabal bermudana, which
is still alive today in the Tropical
Palm House.
As well as the Inverleith garden in
Edinburgh, RBGE also maintains
three regional gardens: Benmore
in the west on Cowal Peninsula
in Argyll, Dawyck in the Borders
just south of Peebles and Logan
in the far southwest near Port
Logan in Dumfries & Galloway.
The gardens offer a wide range of
environmental conditions suitable

Inverleith Benmore
Dawyck
Logan
Number of 	24,988	5,015	2,274	3,043
Accessions *, 1
Number of Taxa *, 2 14,781	2,404	
1,261	2,239
				
Other information
Garden Area	32ha	49ha	24ha
11ha
Temperature Max	27°C	25°C	27°C	27°C
Temperature Min
-15.5°C
-10°C
-25°C
-10.5°C
Average Rainfall
637mm	2000-2800mm 780-1100mm 830-1120mm
* Data extracted from BG-Base February 2012
1 Accession is defined as one or more individuals representing one taxon from one source at
one time and of one propagule type (seedling, cutting, etc.).
2 Taxa include species, subspecies, variety, cultivar and hybrids between them.
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for a large range of plants to be
grown.

RBGE and Primula
As well has the early historic
connection, The Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh has played an
important role in the taxonomic
and horticultural development of
species Primula. George Forrest’s
extensive collections of herbarium
specimens and seed sent back from
China to the garden between 1904
and 1932 culminated in the writing
of an extensive monographic work
by Sir William Wright Smith. He
published, often in collaboration
with the original collectors such
as George Forrest, Roland Edgar
Cooper & Frank Kingdon-Ward,
an astonishing number of new
species of Primula chiefly from
the Sino-Himalaya. With the influx
of seed from these collectors, the
living collection at Edinburgh, for a
time, was a mecca for seeing exotic
Primula. Many of those seeds
grew into plants seen for the first
time in cultivation here at RBGE.
We also have many old images of
them growing in the collection that
hopefully, with the increasing trend
towards digitization, will become
available online.

Living Collection
RBGE has one of the largest

and
best-documented
living
plant collections in the world,
representing some 8% of flowering
plant diversity. These plants are
distributed across our four gardens,
growing outside and under glass,
allowing the plants to be grown in
a suitable climatic condition. Our
living collection information can
be searched through the website
(www.rbge.org.uk/databases) and
will give the current name of the
accession, synonyms, collection
information and where it grows in
the gardens so that it can easily be
located by a visitor.
Currently in our Living Collection
we have 528 living plants of
Primula. This for us can mean an
individual or massed planting of
the same thing. Of the living plants,
we have 524 different accessions
that represent 234 different taxa.
We currently grow Primula species
collected from 35 countries. Of the
wild origin material the largest
country represented is China
with 98 accessions, then France
(34), Nepal (20), Georgia (15)
and the UK (14). The Chinese
and Nepalese plants reflect our
continued collaborative fieldwork
with partner organisations. In
China we share the Lijiang
Field Station in Yunnan with the
Kunming Institute of Botany and
in Nepal we collaborate with the
Department of Plant Resources
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that we are working with currently
to write a modern Flora of Nepal.
Our UK living collections are
a reflection of the conservation
work going on to protect Primula
farinosa, which is extinct in
Scotland now but still grows in
several locations in England, and
our endemic Scottish species
Primula scotica, which is restricted
to Caithness, in the very north of
mainland Scotland, and the Orkney
Islands.
Some of our most recent accessions
have come from Central Asia
where RBGE have been doing
joint fieldwork with local botanical
scientists over the past few years
and include Primula macrocalyx
from Russian Altai and Primula
kaufmanniana from Kyrgyzstan
We are lucky with our Scottish
climate that Primula generally
grows well in the cool moist
climate that suits many Asiatic
species. We do, however, have
to grow several species under
the protection of glass at RBGE:
Primula verticillata from Yemen is
unsurprisingly tender this far north.
Also our Primula allionii cultivars
are “traditionally cultivated” in
terracotta pots plunged in sand,
with overhead protection to help
keep the worst of the overhead
moisture off them.
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We recently built a new alpine
house that is demonstrating how
plants can be cultivated in vertical
tufa walls. We are currently
experimenting
with
Primula
allionii and Primula tyrolensis in
the new conditions and so far P.
tyrolensis seems to be enjoying the
conditions more than P. allionii.

Preserved Collection
The RBGE herbarium has an
estimated 3 million preserved
specimens. The main bulk of the
historic specimens comes from the
“Golden Age of Plant Collecting”
in the 19th century. The oldest
specimen, Myrsine africana,
collected from the Cape of Good
Hope dates from 1697. We have
a number of duplicate specimens
collected by Charles Darwin on the
Beagle voyage, but the more recent
specimens reflect the taxonomic
and geographic focus of researchers
and collectors at the RBGE over
the past hundred years.
As I mentioned earlier, much of
the work was carried out by Sir
William Wright Smith when he
was revising the genus. As a result
our herbarium has one of the best
collections of preserved Primula
anywhere. Many were used to
describe new species and so we
have probably the finest collections
of Primula Type specimens: 876 of
our Type specimens were used to
describe 546 species and varieties

of Primula. All our Types are in the
process of being digitized, most
Primula have been done, and all
are available through our website
on the Herbarium Catalogue. One
of our earliest Primula herbarium
specimens, incidentally also a
Type, is a duplicate of Primula
scotica collected in 1810 by
William Jackson Hooker on a tour
of the Highlands of Scotland.

Primula in the Wild
I’ve been lucky enough to
participate in fieldwork in both
Bhutan and Nepal and have seen
Primula growing in their natural
environment. In Bhutan during
the monsoon of 2009 we saw
about a dozen species; some had
populations of hundreds (Primula
sikkimensis) if not thousands
(Primula munroi) which were very
impressive.
On my first Flora of Nepal
expedition during July 2012 to
Darchula District in the Far West
of Nepal there were far fewer
Primula in both number of species
and size of populations than I’d
seen in the wetter eastern end of the
Himalaya. We did, however, find
a couple of interesting species. I
proudly found Primula floribunda
growing in vertical limestone
under a waterfall - very much by
accident after nature called! We
also found Primula elliptica which
has never been recorded in Nepal

before. All our field images, linked
to the field data for each collection
from Darchula and other project
expeditions to Nepal, are available
through the Botanical Locator link
on the Flora of Nepal site www.
floraofnepal.org.
It does fill me with a little bit of
shame to say I’ve travelled four
and a half thousand miles to the
Himalaya but have yet to go the 200
miles “up the road” to Caithness
to see Primula scotica but there’s
time for that yet. Meantime, every
day, I see Primula around me as I
work at the RBGE, and think of the
long history that has brought these
plants here.
Please see the RBGE website at
http://www.rbge.org.uk/

Have you renewed?
It’s not too late!
Renew online using
PayPal, or print the
renewal form to send
to the Treasurer.
americanprimrosesociety.com
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b)
c)

Minutes of the Board Meeting held on November 10th, 2013
The meeting was held online. It opened at 6:06pm, ET.
Board members present: Paul Dick (President of the Juneau Chapter), Cheri
Fluck (Director), Julia Haldorson (Director and Membership Secretary), Merrill
Jensen (Director), Alan Lawrence (APS President), Michael Plumb (Secretary and
Webmaster), Rhondda Porter (APS Vice-President), Susan Schnare (Director)
Regrets: Jon Kawaguchi (Treasurer), Maedythe Martin (Editor)

d)
e)
E.

A. Approval of the Agenda (Ed / Susan), with addition of ‘Archives’ under New
Business.
B.

The Minutes of August 4th 2013 – Item 1a (Seed Exchange) amended to read
‘provisional balance’. Item 1b deleted (Topic was not discussed and in any case
this statement is inaccurate as the $1,000 loan had been repaid). Accepted as
amended (Michael / Paul)

C. Treasurer’s Report (Emailed before the meeting)
1. Income less expenses July 1st to September 30th, 2013: ($1,941.82)
2. Income less expenses January 1st, 2013 to September 30th, 2013: ($2,768.09)
3. Total liabilities and equity as of September 30th, 2013: $25,259.74
4. Seed Exchange profit was $431.57.
5. MOTION (Rhondda / Cheri): to accept the Treasurer’s Report. Carried.
D. Committee Reports
1. Seed Exchange 2012-2013 (Amy):
a) MOTION (Ed / Cheri): to raise the price of seed to one dollar per
packet, with postage included in that price for all members, domestic
and overseas. Carried, two opposed.
b) MOTION (Michael / Paul): to accept Seed Exchange Report as
presented by Jon. Carried.
2. Editorial Committee (Maedythe Martin, report sent by email):
a)
The printing of the current issue is back to high standard [See item D2b
of previous minutes].
b) MOTION (Cheri / Ed) to accept the editorial report. Carried.
3. Website (Michael):
a) Alan suggested that the National Collections (Alaskan and New
England) be photographed and listed on the website. Merrill, who
oversees the Alaskan Collection, offered to make species profiles for
this project. Alan suggested Michael contact Judith Sellers re the New
England Collection.
b) Cheri said the website looks good, but pointed out that there is still no
system for labelling photos.
c) MOTION (Rhondda / Paul): to accept the Website Report. Carried.
4. Membership (Julia):
a) As was the case during renewal time last year, about 170 people still
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need to renew membership, but renewals are still coming in.
Total membership is currently 162
An article was placed in the current Quarterly asking members to check
whether they needed to renew by reading the membership list published
in the same issue.
Julia is sending reminders by email.
MOTION (Cheri / Ed): to accept the Membership Report. Carried.

Chapters
1. Juneau has $3,774.65. The chapter is meeting next Saturday. Julia will
check how many members live in the Juneau area and send this information
to Paul.
2. No report from New England Chapter as Rodney (Co-President, NE) and
Amy were unable to gain access to the chat owing to technical difficulties.

F.

Business Arising and New Business
1. Request to include Primroses quarterly in EBSCOhostTM database:
The following information was supplied by the EBSCO Licensing
Department.
• Approximately 14,000 publishers work with this database at no
cost.
• Over 90% of libraries worldwide subscribe to an EBSCO database.
• The APS would receive increased public exposure – Users
conducting topic searches can find individual pieces of Primroses
content through keyword searches.
• Our website traffic would increase – A live link to our website
would be added to each piece of content.
• EBSCO helps the participating publisher with subscriptions
• EBSCO pays royalties to participating publishers.
MOTION (Michael / Susan): to formally ask Jane (as Editor) to set up
an agreement with EBSCO on behalf of the American Primrose Society.
Carried.
2. Archives:
Alan said that APS records and memorabilia are scattered among APS
members. He is concerned that a lot of APS history (in artifacts as well as
written material) is unknown and likely to become lost altogether.
ACTION: In his President’s Letter or in another article, Alan will ask
members to inform Michael of items of APS historical interest in their
possession. Michael will post a notice to the same effect on the website.
Michael will then compose an inventory to be kept on the website.
		
G. Adjournment (Cheri) at 7:50 pm ET.
Next meeting: TBA
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Plumb, Secretary
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Join the National
Auricula &
Primula Society
www.auriculaandprimula.org.uk

Mr. Bobby Ward
Executive Secretary, NARGS
PO Box 18604
Raleigh, NC 27619-8604

£10.00 Overseas Membership.
to: The Honorary Treasurer, Roger Woods,
44 Tansey Crescent, Stoney Stanton,
Leicestershire, LE9 4BT United Kingdom.

New Members
September 23, 2013 - January 26, 2014
Year of
Expiry
Name
		
2014
Fred Dial
2014
Elizabeth Kazmar
2014
Marjorie Klingbeil
2014
Alice Laughlin
2016
Anne Lawrence
2016
Alan Russell
2014
Joseph Tychonievich
2014
Dean Wiegert

Address
1601 Sequoia Trail, Glenview, Illinois 60025 USA
14706 West Ahara Road, Evansville, Wisconsin 53636 USA
N4863 Sackett Drive, Medford, Wisconsin 54451 USA
78 Tavern Hill, Putney, Vermont 05346 USA
117 West Gogebic Avenue, Ironwood, Michigan 49938 USA
PO Box 702, Richboro, Pennsylvania 18954 USA
1268 North Gregory Road, Fowlerville, Michigan 48836 USA
W3660 Fredonia Kohler Road, Fredonia, Wisconsin 53021 USA

Should there ever be a question about your membership, please contact:
Julia L. Haldorson, APS Membership
P. O. Box 292
Greenbank, Washington 98253 USA
julia-haldorson@ak.net
membership@americanprimrosesociety.org

Officers of the Chapters
British Columbia Primrose Group
Maedythe Martin, President
951 Joan Crescent Victoria, BC V8S
3L3
(250) 370-2951
martin951@shaw.ca

Overseas membership £7.50 ($10.00 US)
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Juneau Chapter
Paul Dick, President
Box 33077 Juneau, AK 99803-3077
(907) 789-2299
amprimsoc@hotmail.com
http://www.alaskaprimroses.org

New England Chapter
Mark Dyen, Co-President
132 Church Street Newton, MA 02158
mark.dyen@csgrp.com
Rodney Barker, Co-President
49 Woodcliff Road Newton
Highlands,
MA 02461
rodneybrkr@gmail.com
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